
Solutions to the biggest HR and staffing challenges

Step 04. HR and staffing issues

One of the most important factors in planning for recovery and rebuilding your printing business starts with addressing pending HR and 
staffing issues.

Once your country’s government eases lockdown measures, things will be different. The whole world won’t simply click its fingers  
and revert to ‘business as usual’. It will be a gradual process which prevents the spread of COVID-19 and integrates the new needs  
of the market. 

 Just how quickly can you start pushing sales and adopting  
a proactive approach? 

The solution is to build a highly robust plan factoring  
in both the best and worst-case scenarios. 

Business continuity plans Managing flexible working arrangements
Some industries will take longer to get back to normal,  
while other pandemic-related issues may cause further  

disruptions. Therefore, it pays to be adaptable and allow staff  
to continue with flexible working hours. 

Higher demand, less staff
If you’ve been forced to cut the hours of some workers or even make a few of them redundant, you may find yourself struggling  
to cope with consumer demands when busier times return. Use this opportunity to upskill your current staff. Can your customer  
service team start selling? Look for webinars, online courses and other free resources. Or is it possible to outsource marketing  

and introduce Web-to-Print solutions to streamline your workload? 

The review of current welfare policies

Your HR team needs to rethink your business’ sick pay  
policies, the environment they work in and the support it  

offers for those affected by COVID-19. 

Addressing employee concerns on  
workplace policies

This includes the implementation of preventive measures  
and ensuring your business doesn’t contribute to the second  
wave of COVID-19. Maintain social distancing rules, introduce  

new hygiene rules and keep anyone with any cold-like  
symptoms at home.

Print industry  
crisis management 
An essential checklist on how to effectively handle 
the challenges of COVID-19 over the next 90 days


